You will need the following tools and supplies

- Caulk and caulking gun
- Rag and cleaner

**Recommended caulk:**
3M CP 25WB+ Water Based Fire Barrier can be found here online at Home Depot or here in bulk at Whitecap.

1: Clean the work area. With your rag and cleaner, remove debris and clean dust, oil, or residual sawdust from your vent opening, which should be 1.97” in diameter for VER2M and 2.98” in diameter for VER3M.
2: Apply a clean bead of caulk to the entire inside flange of the vent (shown in diagram below).
3: Insert the vent. With rag and cleaner, clean away any excess caulk.
4: If possible, apply needed additional caulk from the interior to fill any gaps.
5: Return after caulking has dried to ensure the drying process made a secure bond that cannot be broken by hand.